In the early 1980s the computer entered the British home in significant numbers for the first time as many thousands of people purchased their first personal 'microcomputer'. In this paper I explore the educational character of the home computer boom, a response to unease over the impact of new information technologies. Media, government, social movements and computer manufacturers constituted a systematic effort to enhance the public understanding of a new technology that was anticipated to change the world.
Introduction
In the early 1980s the computer first entered the British home in significant numbers. At the time it was popularly claimed that Britain had more personal microcomputers per capita than any other nation. As David Skinner (1992: 196) points out, this claim seems to have gone unverified, which remains the case due to difficulty in meaningfully comparing figures from varied sources. However, some examples are helpful in establishing the relative 'success' of Britain in the computer ownership stakes. According to the 1984 General Household Survey, 9% of British homes had a computer (Rauta et al., 1986) . The comparative figure from the United States' Current Population (Evans, 1979) .
The decline of the professions
As professional occupations rely on the knowledge of their practitioners, they will be transformed by systems that can process information faster. Doctors' consultations will be partly replaced by patients answering computer questions; legal precedents will be stored and the law will be codified in a computer readable form, meaning fewer lawyers Workplace efficiencies
Telecommuting means a decline of commuting and "the cities will empty and expensive office blocks will gather dust" (p. 143). Microchips will allow industrial robots and electronic office tools to become widespread. Computerised efficiencies force large-scale redundancies, cut the average working week to 30 hours and reduce retirement to 55. Enforced leisure time becomes a problem to be solved, perhaps through the creative arts or absorption in video games, or perhaps causing social disruption Death of the printed word As computers and books are essentially information storage devices, the 1980s will see the book "as our ancestors created and cherished it, begin a slow but steady slide into oblivion" (p.
106). In its place various information terminals and eventually hand-held computerised books Political issues
Communist systems will fall spectacularly behind Western democracies embracing the microchip, and eventually collapse. Coldly logical military computer simulations will cancel out the emotional irrationality that leads humans to war. New communication systems will create freer democratic systems Education Education will be revolutionised by smart interactive teaching computers usable anywhere, schools may exist more to socialise children than to educate them, lower costs will mean that education will continue until the age of 25 Crime Notes and coins will be replaced by electronic money, leading to a consequent drop in crime as it becomes harder to steal. Police will spend more time controlling social disturbances caused by the "convulsive changes which society will undergo ... and the old institutions which preserved social cohesion lose their binding strength" (p. 135). Computers may be used more to monitor society through tracking "personal chips" and artificial intelligence will predict crimes educational efforts to address a deficit in computer understanding. "People who are curious or anxious must be helped to understand the nature and effects of new technology. It needs demystifying ... It must not be thought to be understood only by an elite, let alone controlled by it" (Albury and Allen, 1979: 43) . Against this almost Darwinian view of an 'Information Revolution', survival of those who understood the new technologies and obsolescence of those who did not, the personal microcomputer became seen as an introduction to information technology. In a study of the development of computing in education, Neil Selwyn (2002) has suggested that the 1980s' emphasising of computers' educational benefits by government, media and manufacturers created a long lasting representation of the computer as inherently educational. At a user level, Leslie Haddon (1988a and b) has described much early home computing in Britain as 'self referential', using computers as a means to understand them.
History of technology has long emphasised the value of a systematic approach, focused on not just a technological artefact, but how it is shaped by the interaction of various interests and agendas in wider society (Bijker, Hughes and Pinch, 1987) . In more recent years this has been extended to cover not just the initial production of technology, but how its mediation and use contribute to a process of co-production (Oudshoorn and Pinch, 2003) . In this essay I consider how British home computing had an educational character that was co-produced by the actions of a variety of actors: national computer literacy initiatives pushed by the state, manufacturers' configuration and marketing of computers as educational, the supporting role of the media, and how computer use itself could be educational.
The state
The British experience of the 1970s was as a country widely held to be in decline. The Britain of high inflation and unemployment, low industrial productivity, International Monetary Fund intervention, power cuts, weak governments and powerful trade unions. The widespread public service strikes, transport disruption, and uncollected rubbish piles of the 1978-79 'Winter of Discontent' heralded the election of Margaret Thatcher's Conservative Government, which became prominent supporters of information technology. However, the effects of microelectronics in such a context, particularly their implications for employment, labour relations and national prosperity, were already a cause of concern to the British state. Not only had the Cabinet viewed the disquieting Now The Chips Are Down, but in September 1978 the Advisory Council for Applied Research and Development (ACARD) delivered a worrying report to the government on the implications of microelectronics. ACARD reported that Britain had, "failed to respond adequately to the changes which semiconductor technology [microelectronics] has already brought", had been "overtaken by competitors ... [and] failed to recognise new opportunities " (1978: 24) . If Britain was not to fall further behind, ACARD recommended increased awareness and utilisation of the microchip, and changes in education to create a technologically literate workforce (1978: 31) .
Addressing such concerns, the British state became an advocate for understanding information technology, beginning with the 1978 Microprocessor Application Programme, to alert industry and decision-makers to the potential of microelectronics. After the 1979 election these efforts gained a higher profile under Kenneth Baker, the newly created Minister for Information Technology. Baker, whose appointment as a minister for a specific technology is indicative in itself of the issue's importance at the time, became something of a figurehead for information technology, profiled in the press as "Mr Chips" or "The Very Rev. Dr. Robot" (Keegan, 1983; Goodman, 1982) . In his memoirs, Baker suggests how fear of national obsolescence drove government action. Microchip technologies "were to be as important in changing society as had been the early inventions of the Industrial Revolution … People had to understand the job opportunities that new technologies would bring. If we didn't adapt and use them then we would have to settle for economic decline" (Baker, 1993: 64) .
The consequent widespread scheme of government action included support for information technology in industry and research, as well as educational and computer awareness initiatives. 1982 was proclaimed as Information Technology Year, IT82, and across the country exhibitions and events promoted "a wider appreciation of the opportunities and benefits provided by information technology to all sectors of the community" (Cookson, 1982) . Unsurprisingly, computer awareness became caught up with economics and political rhetoric. Maureen McNeil (2001) has highlighted the ideological attractions of information technology for Margaret Thatcher's Conservatives. Self-made personal computer industry figures, such as Clive Sinclair and Alan Sugar, were models for the entrepreneurial spirit which Thatcher espoused. However, as Adamson and Kennedy (1986) discuss in their critique of Sinclair, the appealing image of technical and business brilliance fell somewhat short of the reality. The creation of new types of high technology 'sunrise' industries marked a break from strife-ridden traditional manufacturing and appeared forward-looking and optimistic, but they needed skilled workers. According to Pam Linn (1985: 66-75) , rhetoric about the economic motivation of ensuring future workers were computer literate overrode discussion and hopes for purely educational benefits of computers. Schemes such as the Manpower Services Commission and Department of Industry sponsored Information Technology Education Centres (ITECs) would ensure that current workers were computer literate. Numbering 170 centres by 1986, the ITECs provided vocational information technology training for school leavers and others who would not have benefitted from other programmes (Radcliffe, 1986) .
Some of the most prominent of the state's efforts were targeted at schools. The Microelectronics Education Programme, launched in 1980, trained teachers and developed and disseminated information, software and teaching materials (Milne and Anderson, 1984) . It was planned as a springboard for microelectronics education to prepare pupils for "life in a society in which devices and systems based on microelectronics are commonplace and pervasive" (Department of Education and Science, 1981: 1). The Micros in Schools programme gave schools financial support to purchase computers to make these hopes practical. Of these school programmes, Kenneth Baker noted the long-term economic logic that "we have to train the young people of today for the jobs of tomorrow" (Baker, 1993: 62) . However, as McNeil points out, Micros in Schools' original goal of a computer in each school, an unfavourable computer-to-pupil ratio, made it perhaps more symbolic than of practical value (McNeil, 2001: 131) . However motivated, such schemes made a prominent and explicit link between computers and education, and officially stamped the computer as an educational technology (Selwyn, 2002) . However, many people fell outside the rubric of the state's direct efforts.
Broadcasting computer literacy
Elements within the BBC were well aware of how education might mitigate the challenges of the chip. David Allen, co-author of the BBC microelectronics report to the MSC, recalled a "feeling that this was something important that was coming along. We ought to do something about it, and we ought to do something systematic about it" (Allen, 2007, interview) . Not only were the BBC aware of information technology, but with a public service mission, nationwide reach, and recent experience of a large-scale education project from the Adult Literacy Project, they were in a unique position to introduce computing to the nation. The BBC thus began planning the Computer Literacy Project, an ambitious response to the deficit in computer understanding they had identified. They consulted widely, with input from government, the computer industry, universities, and other informed advisers (Radcliffe, 1982a; Radcliffe and Salkeld, 1983) . A survey of over 4500 people provided a snapshot of experience of and attitudes toward computers. The Project was thus informed by what experts considered the general public should know about computers, and what that public wanted to know.
The Project was made up of several elements, amongst the highest profile of which was The Computer Programme, broadcast on television in 1982 as a beginners' introduction to computing. As the episode summary in Table 2 shows, the series was wide ranging in its efforts to meet the society-wide changes predicted. While there was, at times, a hint of threat behind the Programme's message, on the whole it gave a positive impression of the impact of computers, if (Bradbeer, De Bono and Laurie, 1982 ) adopted a general approach to the subject, while more technical education came from a National Extension College devised programming course. The sequel television series, Making the Most of the Micro (1983), adopted a more hands-on approach, whilst more specialised audiences were targeted with programmes such as The Electronic Office (1984) . A telephone referral service to put enquirers in touch with other sources of information, such as computer clubs, dealt with 120,000 enquiries in its first year (Marles, 1983: 9) .
The Computer Literacy Project was comprehensive, suggesting how importantly introducing Britain to computing was taken in the early 1980s. However didactic at times, it did not just broadcast lectures but encouraged people to get involved for themselves. As project editor David Allen recalled:
The philosophy very much behind the education departments was you make television programmes which are of general interest. It's not like an Open University series. It's general programmes which create a general interest and associated with them you have things that you can do ... So with us we thought we must have course material ... so that people could learn to actually do things. This hands on philosophy was very strong. (Allen, 2007, interview) This hands-on philosophy was to lead to one of the most remarkable elements of the Project, a tiein computer, developed with manufacturer Acorn, for users to explore computing for themselves.
Hardware configurations
The design of a computer, like that of any other technology, embodies designers' expectations of its eventual use (Lindsay, 2003) . The low cost, consumer-friendly computers that sold in large numbers in 1980s Britain were configured to make them suitable for the novice to explore computing, an approach at its strongest in the Acorn BBC Microcomputer. For beginners the machine was to be "friendly to use and therefore easy to learn on" (Radcliffe and Salkeld, 1983: 13) . £299 to £399 was expensive for a home micro, but advanced features, such as sophisticated control of sound and colour graphics, and extensive expansion capabilities, allowed the user to experiment with using the computer for many purposes. It was for the "absolute beginner, and in its more elaborate configurations by serious business or educational users" (Radcliffe, 1982b) .
As Skinner (1992: 254) has noted, programming was a common element of initial computer use. Learning to program empowered users to control the machine, rather than vice versa. It also required them to interact with the computer on a detailed level where its inner working was clear. Most home microcomputers featured the introductory programming language BASIC, whose unstructured nature did not rely on programs being methodically written and was commonly seen as a drawback in teaching good programming practice. BBC BASIC was optimised for educational purposes and permitted structured programming, to encourage users into good coding habits. Its extensive range of commands, unlike those of simpler BASIC versions on rival computers, gave the user the tools to easily explore many facets of programming.
The BBC Micro soon became the computer of choice in British schools (Hodges, 1985) , after its inclusion in the Micros in Schools scheme, but other manufacturers had educational intentions too. For example, the head of Acorn competitor Sinclair, recalled that the original idea behind his home computers was, "that people could educate themselves and amuse themselves by understanding what programming meant and doing some programming at home" (Clive Sinclair, 2008, interview) . This emphasis on learning to program was common, and computer manuals featured programming heavily. On power-on, most machines welcomed a user with a prompt to enter BASIC commands, without the elaborate operating systems and user interfaces that make modern personal computers user-friendly but hide what happens inside them. The machine inside the box was thus quite accessible for people to explore. The educational orientation of home computer design was made explicit by marketing. As the examples in Table 3 show, manufacturers used a carrot and stick approach to encourage people to buy home micros. On one hand they dangled the potential benefits, to adults and their children, of learning computing skills for the future, whilst simultaneously suggesting the risks of being left behind.
User experiences
Despite the orientation of hardware, users do not always do what designers expect (Lindsay, 2003) . Unsurprisingly, many uses were found for home computers, and gaming became particularly significant (Haddon, 1988b : chapter 7). However, this should not disguise that user experiences of home computing, at least for the first few years of the 1980s, had prominent educational elements. Skinner's fieldwork suggests that learning about computers was amongst the major motivations of first time computer buyers (1992: 209-213, 227-229) . This is borne out by contemporary surveys, such as one by consumer magazine Which? that found the top two uses that consumers thought important for buying computers were "writing programs" and "helping to learn about computers" (Which?, 1981: 376) .
As self-referential use encapsulates, many people used home computers to learn about them (Haddon, 1988b) . Learning programming opened up the computer for users to explore by tinkering with what was going on inside on an intimate level. As one user featured in a computer magazine Table 3 . Advertising of the home computer to learn about computing and understand the future.
The genuine understanding it gives you will be immediately useful in any business or professional sphere. And the grounding it gives your children will equip them for the rest of your lives ... Within a week you'll be writing complex programs on your own. (Sinclair ZX-81 advertisement, 1981) We live in the age of computers. Coming to terms with them is part of coming to terms with the twentieth century … It's a big step into the future. Understanding the future. Even saving money in the future. (Commodore advertisement, 1982) You knew it would happen some day. Some day, your child would become smarter than you. What you didn't expect was that it would happen so soon. To you computers are a mystery from the future. But to your children they are a real source of excitement. And they're happening now. (Dragon 32 advertisement, 1983) At the age of 16, these kids found themselves with two options. They could continue at school …or join the dole and risk going nowhere on £23 a week. Taking the second option led them to a third. The chance of an education in computers … They didn't have to burden the state much longer. (Acorn BBC Micro advertisement, 1983) put it: "by writing your own program you have to really understand what it is doing. Having to solve problems helps you understand" (Cooke, 1983: 84) . Even typing in programs listed in magazines had an educational value, as errors caused by misprints and typos would need to be found and debugged. Furthermore, much of the early software available seems of more value as a demonstration of computing than of significant practical application. Programs for generating future calendars, displaying sequences of patterns, telephone directories and football pool calculators, familiarised the computer by giving it something tangible to do.
Support for educational use was close at hand from a number of sources. Popular computer magazines printed considerable practical help and encouragement to users to explore the machine. For example, amidst the varied other content of October 1983's Sinclair User, a popular magazine supporting Sinclair computers, we see three articles explaining programming, a beginners' section, a feature on how a 'typical' family were using their computer, a technical help page, and no fewer than 16 pages of "type in" programs. While the precise mix of material varied between publications, such instructional content was typical of the time. The final issues of another magazine, The Home Computer Course, even included a certificate certifying that the reader had completed 'the course' of education provided by it.
The increase in computer clubs in Britain, from around 43 in 1978 to at least 235 by 1983, coincides roughly with the dramatic increase in first time computer owners (Lean, 2008b: 106) . The computer club has been portrayed as a haven for skilled "hackers" (Levy, 1994) , but clubs also had a role in promoting computer literacy. As one local club member recalled of her husband's motivation for joining in the early 1980s, "It's really important, that we have a computer ... I want to learn more about them and I think they are here to stay and they are the future so we must get involved" (Jean Farrington, 2007, interview) . Clubs offered formal educational activities, such as lectures and courses run by more experienced club members, and more informal sharing of personal advice. As Skinner has noted, there was an 'evangelical' element in the nature of some computer clubs (1992: 182) . In the words of the Chairman of the Association of Computer Clubs, microcomputing was at first "something that has to be shared" (Steele, 1987) . The efforts of small groups of individuals meeting with their computers in church halls or pubs may seem quaint compared to the scale of BBC or government programmes, but they were a local manifestation of the same society-wide interest in promoting computer literacy, which characterised the whole British computing boom.
Conclusions
The 1980s British computer boom was educational in character in a number of ways. Inspired by the threats and promises of the Information Revolution, it was, in part, created by the state and public service broadcaster's top-down approach to rectify a perceived computer literacy deficit. However, as the BBC Computer Literacy Project astutely addressed, it was also about encouraging people to have a go at computing themselves. As the computer club movement and user activities demonstrate, the top-down push of computer literacy was met halfway by a genuine user interest in learning about computers.
In common with histories of earlier technologies, some have claimed that the home computer was initially a technology in search of a use. Claude Fischer, for instance, after listing the outlandish uses 1920s telephone entrepreneurs tried to sell their products for, notes the similarity to "the computer industry's scramble to find uses for the home computer -storing recipes, balancing checkbooks, and so on" (Fischer, 1992: 66) . However, the attention paid to configuring early home computers for users to learn about them through use suggests there was a commitment to education that was deeper than marketing. In any case, the British 1980s home computer addressed concerns over computerisation which had been mounting since the late 1970s.
As Fischer's comparison between computers and telephones suggests, the home computer is ripe for comparison with other technologies. However, the sheer versatility of the 'universal machine' will likely make any such discussion a long one. Two potentially promising directions are comparative analysis of the role of users in science and technology booms, following a general move toward understanding the role of users, and the use of technology as political rhetoric. British politicians' use of computerisation as a sign of progress has historical antecedents with the presentation of electrification in Soviet Russia, or of aeroplanes in pre-war Nazi Germany. Still further work is needed to provide comparisons with other nations' paths to personal computerisation. As several of the essays in Public Acceptance of New Technologies (Williams and Mills, 1986) demonstrate, the notion of an Information Technology Revolution was internationally shared, however, national attitudes to new technology varied. An interesting comparative study awaits in how the computer was popularised in contexts without Britain's economic troubles, interventionist state, public service broadcasting, and complicit personal computer industry.
The long-term effects of this influx of educational computers are also of interest. As Schmitt and Wadsworth (2002) show, the boom gave Britain a lead in computer ownership over the United States. As a comparison of the General Household Survey and US Current Population Survey (Figure 1 ) demonstrates, this continued into the 1990s. I have explored the context behind these figures for the early years of the 1980s in Britain, but further work is needed to extend this coverage for subsequent years, and to explore the long-term consequences of the computer literacy movement. Already, Selwyn (2002) has noted the original idea of the computer as an inherent educational good was long lasting and influential in British educational policy, and anecdotal evidence suggests that the British software industry gained long-term from the emphasis on programming (Joyce, 2012) .
The educational ethos characteristic of the British home computer boom was short lasting. Within a few years the emergence of a major home computer software industry made programming for oneself seem more of a chore than an educational experience. By the mid 1980s, user surveys Source: Based on data from Rauta et al. (1986) , Bridgewood et al. (2000) and Newburger (2001) .
were reporting "disillusionment about the failure of computers to deliver short term educational benefits" (Gowling Marketing Services, 1985: 5) . As Haddon (1988b) has demonstrated, to a large extent, the cheap home computer became a games machine. Later home computers were optimised for running ready written software, the easy routes to explore the machine hidden away behind user-friendly interfaces (Lean, 2008b: 243-246) . Coupled with the decline of the computer club (Skinner, 1992: 310-313; Steele, 1987) and a change in emphasis in the computer media to promoting consumption of software products rather than developing computer understanding, the educational character of microcomputing gradually declined. Ironically, the decline of computer literacy was perhaps the greatest success of the movement; the unfamiliar computer had become everyday enough to go without the explanation it once demanded.
